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*•    Setting t^ prV^'T) 

1. Economic growth is determined by social and political factors 

on the one side,  by economic factors on the other.    The role of both kinds 

of factors is equally important  and a generally valid e-iority cannot be 

determined even in case of economic factors (land,  labour, capital, 

institutions,   etc.).    Stimulation .and acceleration of economic growth requires 

social, political and institutional changes and investments both in capital 

goods and »in man".    Priority cannot bo giv.n either to capital or to  »human»  • 

investments.    In some stapes of development »human» investments may enjoy 

priority (e.g.  in developing countries improvements of health conditions, 

elementary education,  in developed countri,s training of scientific persomi), 

in other periods priority may be assigned to capital  inv^tmenta, moreover, 

these two kinds of investments may be interconnected (s.e e.g.  capital 

investments in health and educational institutions,  human investments in 

vocational training for new establishments).    This paper deals only with 

capital investments, more precisely with investments in fixed assets from 

* special point  of view, namely as far as interindustrial aspects are 
concerned. 

2. Capital investments in fixed asseta may be classified roughly 

in three groups:  investments aiming (i) replacement,   (ii) substitution 

in order to reduce costs,  increase productivity and competitiveness and 

(iii) establishment of new capacities.    In the majority of the cases these 

aims cannot be distinguished precisely; replacement mostly brings 

modernisation and often widening of capacities.    Eatablishmanf: of rïew: 

capacities yields more often than not an increase in productivity etc. 

Nevertheless,  in most cases one of these interrelated aims may be considered 

as primary.    In order to facilitate the exposition of the following ideas, 

this study will focus on investments of fixed assets aiming at the 

establishment of new capacities.     In developed economies,  replacement of 

obsolete and  substitution of existing fixed assets may have the same or similar 

significance as the establishment of new capacities, but in developing economies 
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the latter aro of greater importance.    This latter type of investments 

have generally a greater impact on the rate of growth and the structure 

and balance of the economy, than the former ones and therefore they are 

more convenient to illustrate the complicated problems of interdependences 

of investment activity.    Productive and non-productive investments may also 

be distinguished in this study; the aore complicated type, productive 

investments will form the basis if the discussion. 

3» By interindustrial aspects of investment activity is meant analysis 

and consideration of interindustrial relationships influencing balance and 

efficiency of the investments and of the economy, as well as criteria 

and problems of distribution of investments by sectors/branches of the 

economy.    In developed economies,  interindustrial relations are as a rule 

more numerous and more complicated than in developing countries.    In 3pito 

of this fact the analysis of these relations in developing countries is 

not of less importance owing to a special sensibility of those economies 

to structural changes and unbalance.    In developing economies we arc 

confronted with more rapid structural changes,  since increases, though small 

by their absolute size, may yield high rates of changes of the structure 

and over time, due to the low level of develooment in general. 

4.    Investment process includes various activities;  it starts with 

a preliminary design of development serving as a general framework of 

resource allocation.    It includes preparation and evaluation of individual 

project« as well as implementation and cx-post  supervision and evaluation 

of the chosen projects.    Interindustrial relations ;nust be taken into 

account at all these stages but they appear in condensed form at the 

project evaluation.    The present paper deals with the consideration of 

intertít'ustrial aspects at the stage of project evaluation.    It gives first 

a brief description of usual methods of project .valuation with some critical 

remarks,  then it attempts to raise some further suggestions,  first of all 

from the point of view of daveünnftn» nnnrp^fg.    The discussion begins with 

the case of developed economics,  all the more since methods recommended for 

and used by developing countries grew out from the practice of the former 

countries. 

A 
L. J$P J 
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!!•    Pro.lect evaluation in developed market economy 

5. In developed market economies balanced growth must be regulated 

and stimulated by price mechanism.    According to the opinion of the majority 

of economists of these countries, this mechanism leads not only to an 

equilibrium but also to an efficient allocation of resources and a quasi- 

optimal path of growth.    That means that decisions of individual entrepreneurs 

based in the first place on prices and further on other infomation are 

generally correct both concerning current production and investment activity. 

We may add,  however, that the price mechanism may fulfil its function of 

optimisation only in case of perfect competition, a condition practically 

never met,  and even in this case only approximately,    fhe recognition of 

these imperfections of the functioning of the price mechanism is reflected 

in the increasing scope and role of state planning and intervention in 

most developed market economies.    State planning and measures of economic 

policy are intended to correct both current production and-mpybe even at 

a larger snle - investment and development activities. 

6. Private profitability as the main criterion of project evaluation 

in developed market economies may becconsidered.    It can be measured by 

various formulae dealt with in detail in production, engineering and 

accounting handbooks and manuals.    It is common in these formulae that (i) 

both costs and benefits are measured from the entrepreneur's point of view 

at actual market prices (with anticipations), and (ii) only the stage of the 

production pro&ess performed by the given project will be evaluated, 

disregarding its impact on efficiency of other production units and activities. 

Two most .often used types of calculation and evaluation may be mentioned: 

comparison of the pay-off periods and comparison of total costs and benefits 

of the project by means of discounting methods.    The first criterion 

disregards the working time of the projects, the time after the pay-off 

period,   respecti/ely and similarly the time pref rer ,e aspects.    This 

criterion concentrates on the quickest possible return of the invested 

I 
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capital, or liquidity and on reducing duration of the risk.   The other type 

of evaluation is based on Comparison of total (investment and operating) 

costs and bersfits of the pro,} ct3,  calcúlate;! at market prices and for 

the full working time of tho projeots further present ani future values 

made equivalent by discounting methods,  (present worth cr annuity). 

Consideration of other  (even not measurable) footers is, of course,  also 

recommended, in both cases and is in fact widely practise:!. 

Recent researches investigate also the actual motives of investment 

decisions of privata enterprencurs and the calculations and evaluations 

actually performed.-/ The results point to a rather modest role of the 

calculations; routine decisions are wide-spread and,  among the c alonlations, 

pay-off inlicators and  simplified cost-benefit comparisons are preferred. 

7. Project evaluation in developed market economies takes into 

aceount interirr'ustrial aspects only indirectly-by prices ani market  studies. 

It is supposed that by taking into consideration the prices and by use of 

market  stuJies, of analyses of actual and expected  (estimated on base of 

time series) demand and  supply curves and con-'itions,  investments may be 

torrectly allocated to the structure of the economy.    Both logical 

considerations and practical experiences, e.g. data on under-utilisation 

of capacities seem however to hint at deficiencies of this process.    Nowadays 

it is quite generally acknowledged that a mutual information among the 

investors (as e.g. by Konjunkturtests), as well as a more or less extensive 

and intensive coordination of investments plans and projects may be 

recommended also in developed market economies.    These steps may reduce 

risk, smooth unbalances of growth.    Prices serve also as guides for 

efficiency and as it is  often supposed they are also  relevant from an 

inter industrial point of view.    Wide use of taxes,  subsidies, direct invest- 

ment allowances,   claims to analyses of external economies, social costs etc. 

•^ See e.g. the works of John E. Meyer and Edwin Kuh concerning the US; 
B.R. Williams:   International Report on Factors in Investment ?nd Behavior. 
Paris, 1962, as for the coordinated research programme of six OECD 
countries; a survey of Erich Gutenberg (FRG) etc. 

J 
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Indicate, however, that this mechanism needs corrections in this respeet 

as, well.    To quote Robert Stone, National Economie Development Council, 

London:  "... positivo action is neeessary ... to make tho economic system 

work better ana the mechanism by which these are put into effeet.    One 

of the most important ways in which this can be done is to brin? private 

costs as nearly as possible into line with economic cost to the community 

as a whole..,.    Another imoortant area where action is needed to make the 

"market" work better is the need for a more rational and informed base of 
reaching investment decisions."^' 

III. Project evaluation in centrally planned economies 

8. Within the group of countries ealled by the UN terminology 

centrally planned economies (and by themselves:  socialist economies), it 

is possible to make a distinftion between developed and developing countries, 

too.    Nevertheless,  from the point of view of the problems discussed in this 

study, this distinction does not seem to be especially fruitful.    Besides 

their eommon features- (as the public ownership of the meo*s of production, 

the rentrai-planning with similar targets and policies, etc.) there are, 

of course, important differences among these countries and in some of them, 

significant changes and improvements are going to be performed in the methods 

of eentral planning, and administration of the economy.    From the point of 

view of investment activity and project evaluation problems, the centrally 

planned economies may be studied perhaps better if not classified according 

to the loval^of development but according to the size of the country and 

the share of foreign trade.   These two inten*onneeted factors seem to aocount 

for more of the Actual differences and problems and for more of experimental 

improvements than a breakdown into developed and developing economies,   A3 

for the size of the country and the share of foreign trade, there is on the 

one side the Soviet Union, a- self-sufficient economy i*ith a population over 

2/ The Economic Journal. March 19*5, (page U, -reapJi^U 

rr- 
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two hundred million and on ths other .side the small and medium size countries 

in Eastern Europe (among them Hungary) with a high share and an outstanding 

role of the foreign trade. 

9. To bügin with the  common features,  in centrally planned economies 

the overwhelming part of the investments (and the new establishments 

exclusively)  are financed from central state funds.     In the f ramework of a 

rather detailed nation-wide planning,  the central institutions determine 

t.ie total investment  expenditure of the country an.l distribute it between 

directly productive and other (social overhead) goals.    Further,  on the 

funds available for productive investments are distributed among major sectors 

and branches of the economy.    Individual project evaluation and selection 

will be performed for major projects centrally and for other projects by 

delegation to lower authorities. 

'•The distribution of the investments by sectors and branches is based 

in the first place on the  coordinated production programmes of the sectors 

and branches.    The harmonisation of the3e sector programmes proceeds by 

use of successive iterative methods analysing mutual effects,  impact on 

material an"', pro'.uct balancee (mostly expressed in physical units) and 

reso\irces available for investment and operation as well,    '^'he  first 

experiments started recently ^n utilisation cf input-output and other 

mathematical methods.    In this framework the distribution of investments 

by sectors and branches will be evaluated from the point of view of the 

requirements of the leading sectors and balanced growth. 

10. Special efficiency calculations an', project c valuation-:» help 

decision-making in case of alternative solutions of identical project 

targets,  i.e.  substitutive and technological variants,   an', variants as for 

size and location.    For this purpose,   besides partial measures,  synthetic 

formulae are used comparing costs an'' ben fits per annum, benefits measured 

by total value of output or value added,   costs by operating costs and 

k- J 
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normative charge on capital.    This charge on capital may be interpreted also 

as the opportunity cost  of capital, or social marginal rate of substitution 

between labour and capital, or prescription of a standard period of 

recoupment.    In order to equate time differences in the implementation of 

the orojects,  discounting methods are applied, too.    The relationships of 

the new establishments with input-providing sectors will be taken into 

account in case of major specialise! suppliers  (e.g.thermoelectric station 

and coal mine) by evaluating these total complexes as connected or 

multi-purpose projects (as far, benefits,  operating and investment costs). 

In other cases only additive (indirect) investment requirements of th- 

supplier's sectors will be considered.    Costs <-f major social overhead 

capital investments needed by the ntw establishments are calculated and 

included as well.    Corrections of actual prices in order to measure social 

values as a rule are not  considered neces^ry. 

11. In the last years a great deal 6£ refinement and differentiation 

of these formulae took place in most centrally planned countries, which can 

net be dealt here in detail.^Only some characteristic problems and modifi- 

cations from the Hungarian practice will be mentioned connected with inter- 

industrial aspects of project evaluation.    These at some extent may be 

regarded typical for most  of these countries in Eastern Europe, too.    The 

modifications originate probably fram the full acknowledgement of the high 

importance of international divisi >n of labour and foreign trade for a 

country of the size of Hungary,  and lacking so much raw materials.    The 

consideration of the importance uf foreign trade led to a highly developed 

analysis of balance-of-payments effects and t) measure the benefits of the 

projects by value of gross or net output in foreign currency equivalents. 

2/ See besides national publications "Evaluation of Projects in Centrally 
Planned Economics" in Industrialisation and Productivity Bulletin 8. 
U.N.    On the Soviet Union rjcent works of T.S. Hatchaturov,  on Poland 
that of h, Hakovski may be recommended. 
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Doubts about the adequacy of actual prices engendered this idea and led to 

experimental uses of seme kind of accounting prices measuring domestic 

inputs (costs) as well.    The recognition of the idea that foreign trade 

increases possibilities of substitution among projects on an extraordinarily 

large scale was also very important. 

According to this frano of reference, projects serving th..  same goal 

nay bo and are in fact compared.    Efficiency cm be measured only 

cither by equalizing benefits and comparing costs or by equalizing cost 

and comparing benefits.    Considering any cxp.rt or any import-substitution 

as ways of earning foreign currency, those are identical g.>als with 

commensurable benefits and their est s are t"' be minimized and may be 

compared.    That m-.ans rn the other hand that new projects ought to be 

chosen not only in or .'.or to fill in Tick of capacities and thus to 

serve balance  or planned unbalance,  but  since this lack r.ay be eliminated 

also by reducing exports  or increasing imports,  these projects can and must 

be evaluated also by the  criteria   :f their efficiency as to earning (or 

saving)  foreign currency. 

In Hungary, available information indicates that systematic 

investigations about the  actual r:le of efficiency calculations  in 

investment decisions  are not yet performed.    Many indications hint at a 

rather limit od role of these caloulations,  besides the various qualitative 

or extra-ocinorriic considerations.     Recently interindustrial relations and 

linkages uf single prgects are investigate' with more attenti n.    The 

nethods mentioned in paragraphs 9 and 10 are judged insufficient.    Research 

work is going on in order to gain improved methods within the frorowork cf 

input-output analysis -nd mathematical programing.    Some experiences of 

tni3 work and s me proposals based on these experiences  will be  -oitüned 

in Chapter VI.  - VIII. 

¿ 
L_ J 
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IV.    Project evaluation in developing market economies 

12. From the peint of view of investment and project ¿valuation 

activity, one -nay print out <">nly three characteristics of developing 

versu3 developed market economies.     In developing market eccnoaies 

(i) the overwhelming part of investment expenditure,  the vast majority of 

the projects ar3 subject to governiiient decisions,  respectively to direct 

or in lirect governmental influence;  further, there is acknowledged,  that 

(ii) the functioning of Market   >.nd price mechanism is especially imperfect 

and needs corrections, ana (iii) central nation-wide planning my be 

recominended and is widely used to promote econ mie development and 

achievement  of social objectives.    As f < r prject evaluation, private 

invtstcrs judge investment possibilities in developing; economics essentially 

by the  same criteria rs   in dev:lcped tconvoies,  primarily by private 

profitability.    Of course they take  into account tue special c r.ditions of 

these countries (risk and ether elements]  and r.easures "f governmental 

development  policy as well.    Wi^t needs further analysis first  of all, 

are the. problems, criteria and metho !s   ~f project évaluâtu.n tc be performed 

by central authorities,   gov;rnmental institutions in developing economies 

(either concerning self-financed projects or assistance to private 

enterprise.) 

13. The specific problems of investments in "underdeveloped areas" 

appeared in th-; literature ab >ut S'-mo twt.nty years ago and in the subsequent 

years a great   lc.1 of criteria for project evaluation, theoretical 

considerations and formulae of pr' ctical calculations were surrest ed ind 

MS CUE From the multitude ;f the pr p -sed  criteria only s^mo characteristic 

one 3 will be canted hero.    The first  ; reposals  (e.g. hy J.J.   Pelak, 

L',3.  Buchanan) recommended - as we may call thorn now - "scarce-iaetar"- 

criteria:  rate af capital turnover (incremental capital-output ratio) nnd 

balance-^f-payment s effect.    The critics of these proposals -acknowledged the 

usefulness of these partial criteria but denie ' their generalisation,  since 

W 
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they neglect implicitly other important factors (first of all labour) 

The more comprehensive criterion of s-cial marginal productivity was 

suggest od by A.E.  Kahn and others.    Tlàs 3Ì1P criterion is the transformation cf 

the privato profitability (MP) criterion, where instead of profit national 

income nay be Measured.    In this  case, prices must be corrected by divergencies 

of market prices and "s-cial values" as well as external ocono-aies and 

diseconomies are to be taken into account. 

The quant if acti n of this S.T criterion raises,  however,   serious 

problems^-onc: it may be and was in fact criticized for neglecting timo aspects 

of the efficiency.    The  "marginal per capita reinvestment quotient" by 

Galenson an-: Loib^rstein "ins t- maximize "tao  per capita output potential 

at s-me future p-int in ti-.e"  ani gives - according t > some  criticism - an 

exaggerate', preference to  future  growth against  pr.scnt benefits.    This 

criterion favours capital intensity arguin,; that in this case the share of 

profit an^l the rate  jf copital formation will be higher than in cose of 

labour-intensive   mécaniques,  whore a large part cf the incremental output will 

be absorbed by wares paid V- workers with a rel-tivdy bigh propensity 

to consume.    Other proposals,   as c.~. the marginal growth contribution criterion 

(by Otti Eckstein) or the time  series criterion (by Amortyra Kumar Sen) also 

give to the ti.;e  aspects an important role, but  in a more balanced form. 

Also the use of discounted figures both for c.sts an.1 benefits as suggested 

o.g. by.J. Tinbcrgcn^taken at accounting prices is intended to measure 

time-ef"<. cts. 

1A. The   '.iscussim ab ut  adequate criteria of project  evaluation 

•or acts indicate', clearly that  in e'ch  cace (an-1, especially in caoe    f •. 

air\ng at different purposes)  a lot <f targets and constraints must be 

c>r.~td.jru: sinultane usly.    Nevertheless, a part    f th.se c mr.ot be quantified 

^Fov an attempt  to ' verccme these pr:blcms  swe e.g. Mollis  B.  Chenery, 
"The Application of investment Criteria".  The Quarterly Journal of 
Economics. February, 1953. 

^See »The Relevance of Theoretical Criteria in the Selection cf Investment 
Plans" 1954 in the volume  Investment Criteria and Economic Growth, 
London, 1961. 

J 
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and it Ì3 a hard task to unite even only the most important considerations in 

one criteria and in one synthetic formula of measurement.    In order to 

avoid these difficulties, combinations of partial criteria are also 

recommended by help of qualitative or quantitative weighting of th3 rostly 

diver-ent ratings by single criteria.    A Survey of the practice cf six developing 

countries prepared by the Division of Industrial Development of the UN 

Department of Economic and Social Affairs^reported that three countries 

use! multiple criteria with a weighting „f the partial criteria, and the 

other three countries amplici synthetic formulae.     Discounting methods are 

used only in a few casas.    The Manual  of ¿con mie Development Projects 

prepared by the Economic C-amission f;r Latin America (1959) recommends 

both the use of partial criteria and their combination by weighting and 
synthetic formulae. 

15. Tw.  crucio! points of project evaluation were stressed in the 

aoovc paragraphs: the problem of multiple criteria and the time aspect 

of the investments.    Let us n >w turn t-> the third crucial problem the nain 

issue of this paper,; the Ínterin.lu stri al ispects as they appear in the c urse of 

pr ject cvaluati n in developing market economies.    Necessity  >f ,an analysis 

of interindustrial rei at i ns and eifocts -f evaluating single projects is 

widely acknowledged.    As for feasible moth .!s there are recommended:  (i) explicit 

analysis of Ínterin lustrili effects and appropriate correct! ns both  ,n the 

c-sts and the benefits sue  if the efficiency calculations.    These effects to be 

examined include both backwarl and forward linkages and recently,  the use  of 

input-output techniques is recommended, t >o.    (ii) Use of accounting or 

shad w prices in the calculations   of the single pr jects which should result 

by a orrectiin    f the price and uiurket iiechanism in an evaluation leading to 

i consistant an-1 efficient allocation of resources,   (iii) Simultaneous 

.valuation of the projects already selected by calculating their impact on 

scarce factors and utilisation of redundant resources, and further,  in 

case of availability of development programmes,  by checking their consistency 

-r oee "Evaluation of Pr jects in Predominantly Private Enterprise Economics" 
in Industrialisation and Productivity Bulletin No. S. U.N. 

I 
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with the overall programme.    This analysis may be connected with the process 

-4" assigning the accounting prices an;I with the simultaneous improvement 

in project selection,     (iv)  Choice of projects simultaneously by use  -f 

nithämatical pr\cramirdnr probably in more subsequent steps, iltcrn-ting 

ani c?nnectinf.; , r^codurts of overall and soct~ral profrimminrs.-^ 

16. The limite.-: extent  -f this paper -'.oes not  allow i detailed 

comment  en the methods sudeste: ab-ve and used in different cuntrics but 

in the following section 3 r.e e nsiterati m will be oiven.    On the practical 

application -.f ill the rr.eth-.ds  .'.eilt with  ab ve R.î;. Tripathy contends: 

"In the actual f r oliati n and implementation    f policy of allocation of 

investment, the planners in these  (thit mu ans devol-ipin^)  countries may be 

prod  ainintly influence.! by political and  social considerations r.-thrr th,on 

by strictly ec n nie  c nsHéritions."-/ U'o hive n-t  surveyed the actual 

rvjtivos  ->f investment  decisi-ns in these countries, n r their ce m 'de 

c nsidor iti:ns,   but  it  is often panted    ut by experts with practical 

experience that mostly simple rules   »f thmcb,  scarce-fact r approaches    r 

selection -f "key-sect rs" pr ed-.rain ate.    This may n t lea-', t    an un '.crostimiti -n 

of the possible rie   of efficiency calculations   and or jeet evaluation but 

may serve is a warning aoainst extremely c m; licatci met h -ds an1 .rocedures. 

Further this may stress the importance  -f the adattati TI   -f t-r~ject evaluation 

methods t> the real  ' ecisi n pr cesses, t :> their vari us stapes and motives. 

V«    ínterin-lust ri al assets   .f or iect .valuation r,;c .nsjd-r,.ri 

17.   Interindustrial aspects will be ree nsidercd h^re fr-m the p int 

of view of central auth rit ios which have to evaluate ¡Jr jocts by s-cial and 

2/ 

3/ 

See e.g. H->llis B.  Chonery: Development Policies an'. Pr grammes 
Economic Bulletin  f r Latin America. March 1956. 

Criteria for the Choice of Investment Pr jocts in Development Planning. 
The Indian Journal  of 3c-n>mics. July 1964.0.76. 
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nation-wide criteria.    Further it is assumed that these authorities have 

means of economic policy to influence investment activity and that the 

effects of sinfle  presets encemin.- direct stimulation of the entrepreneur's 

initiation to invest in the backward or frrward linked industries^nay be 

nerlected.    In this way the interdependence of the pr-jects to be chosen 

may be analysed by the two well-kn >wn aspects: consistency and efficiency. 

Consistency means that the implementation    f the pr jocts selected 

and the operati^n   -f the new est-blijhmonts c ntributo to the balanced rrowth 

or the planned (provisional) unbalance  of the economy,  that their inputs 

needed are  available and their outputs offered arc required (perrdttin • a 

provisional planned unbalance).    The criterion of efficiency involves 

cjnsistancy but means a further restriction to.-:    the  decree of the 

utilisation of available resources (includine exist in- capacities)  should 

not  decline but rather increase and the  selection fr~m the feasible projects 

must ensure the best possible fulfilment of nati nal objectives and  of 

development policy targets. 

Establishment   of new capacities means not    nly an  addition to the 

exist in.' capacities   if this ¿ta",;  ~f the production process but touches 

backward and forward linked industries t <o.    The importance of these linkage 

effects depends on the one side   m the relative weight  of these new 

capacities,   on the other side on their place in the or  ducti n process. 

The  most linkage effects will be pr   ':ucad by capacities mnufacturinr 
r' mestic intermediary products for -ther intermediary pr ducts for 

domestic use; primary production has the loss back-ward,   product! .in of 

final »   ids the less fervrrd linkages. 

lo. Theoretically, consistency and efficiency should be analysed 

within a riven    selected h rizón   »f time for the wh le duroti-n cumulât in r. 

and  disc untino total costs an', benefits.    Practically this is possible, 

and should be demanded f>r sinple projects (by use of discounting* methods). 

F~r the total set  of prjects, for the economy as a wh -le it enc ¡unters serious 

difficulties,    ¡iostly ont.- typical  or some  subsequent selected years are 

analysed in this context. 

9/ •"A detailed analysis of these effects may be fund in The 3 trat cry of Economic 
Development by Albert Ü. Hirschmann,  1958, Yale University Press. 

J 
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Consistency must bo controlla evidently net only for y^rs of 

operation of the  projected establishments (to^tivr with efficiency) but also 

for the years of the implementation cf tne projects las for avnilrbxlity of 

machinery, building capacity etc.).    The checking of the consistency rt the 

selected projects in the yrirs of their impl.sncnt-.tion is based on a 

confrontation of total   resources mailable  for  invent and retirements cf 

the proposed projects.     Th« scarcity of some  resources,  as e.g. imported 

machinery must be reflected in the prices of these factors and factors of 

this kind have to influence in tais way the choice of the projects,  toe. 

In some  cases actual (market) prices of th.se  factors must bo substituted fro, 

this point of view by estimated accounting prices.    Evaluation of consistency 

and ei'ficiency in years of operation of the establishments will be analysed       f 

next. 

19. From a macrooDnomic point of view,  the total economy may bo 

considered as a single production unit with three prinr.ry inputs-labour, 

capital,  imoort and an  output serving the final demands (consumption,  gross 

investment and export).     In the strict  sense  of this notion,   capital and 

import if not received as foreign aid are not  primary but produced inputs 

since both capital goods used for replacement  and export  goods paid for 

import must be produced by labour (and capital  and import).     In this sense the 

only priory input is  labour and its output  the net national product  (national 

income).    Capital and import may be handled howcv,r,   and not without reason, 

as primary inputs.    Capital goods repres,nt  a  special materialized  for* of V 

labour,  their availability is limited, th.ir production requires more or 

less time,  and they serve production  for moro trtn one subsequent cycles. 

Imports arc limited too, since as a rule they must be paid by equivalent e-xport 

goods (disregarding the case of foreign .aid and otlu-r sources of income), and t 

possibilities of the  increase of export activity are limited and mostly go witr. 

decreasing returns. 

«d^1 
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C'      20. Consistency in a broad sense may be interpreted as agreement 

between output of final demand and availability of primar:/' inputs required 

for its production.    The flexibility of primary inputs,   first of all of capital, 

however,   is strongly limited by the fact that the production process is 

divided and organised in single production units with given capacities,  staff 

and management.    Since the mobility of these units ant! the factors of 

production is very limited, an agrément between total final output and total 

final requirements of primary inputs does not mean consistency in reality: 

there ¡icy exist excess ani lack of capacities and labour simultaneously. 

Therefore consistency must  be analysed and satisfied not only as for 

final goods and primary inputs but also by intermediary stages of pro luct ion, 

i.e. by sectors and branches of the economy.    Construction of new establishments 

adds new capacities, new production units to a given sector (branch but in 

the   same time may require  from,   respectively offer to ether sectors) branches 

intermediary goods.    Thereupon whether the projects meet the needs of the 

consistency or not  can be  evaluated only in the context of the whole system. 

21. If actual   (market)  prices reflect the true "social" value of 

the  goods pro!uced and inputs used by the new capacities the efficiency of 

the  project  (in the  given  stage of the production  process) nay be evaluated 

by the usual cost-benefit  comparisons correctly also from a macroeconomic 

point of view.    What is called external economies  and  diseconomies may be 

analysed also in this and  in each case separately.    In most cases, however, 

we cannot rely upon the supposition that prices are a'.equate measures of social 

values at  a  given point  of time  and even less that they are adequate in a 

dynamic sense, taken into  account all the effect« of the new investments .and 

other changes over time.     In or !er to overcome those problems,  use of accounting 

(shadow) prices is widely recommeniel.    A consequent use of accounting 

prices requires,   however,   to assign a complete new system of prices.    Since 

such a system of prices 3hould reflect the impacts of the new investments, too, 

it  shoul:! be built upon an  overall programming of the economy. 
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From a macro-economic point of view,  oaon  oro.i ,ct <•-;' b- e ir siderei and 

can be evaluated as a »bundle of activities"  in différait  stages of the total 

production process.    In this case,  in or 1er to take into account efficiency also 

in the preceding stages of the production process (in thu backwar1 linked 

industries) instead of costs of int< rmodiary products consumed total primary 

inputs 3hould be measured (total in the sen3e on input-output analysis). 

In case when the output is an intermediary pre'uet  - ani not a final good - 

forward linkages may be considered too and ti;e efficiency concerning the final 

good (taken into account further processing)  3houli be analysed.    This may 

be analysed by use of accounting prices for the intermediary pro4ucts as 

well.    The total primary input approach encounters,  however,   similar   'ifficulties 

as the former one, the projects analyse by accounting prices.    Since primary       % 

inputs are substitutive,  they must be value 1 (and further a-Mod an' minimised), 

and this needs availability of accounting prices for the primary inputs  (and 

this some kind of overall programming ten).    Further,  investments may be.and 

as a rule are allocated in the "linked" industries is well,  and their impact 

on input coefficients must be considered, too. 

22.  Both approaches mentioned above - the project analysis by use 

of accounting prices and the analysis of '"'Bundles of activities",  of total 

primary inputs - assumes an anticipation of tho project selection and of its 

effects on the  given projects to be evaluated and on the overall development 

of the economy,  respectively.    A third approach ~f efficiency evaluation may 

be called simultaneous choice of pr jects.    This may be carried out simultaneous!; 

with the assigning 'f the accounting prices or nay be based on a more 

comprehensive programming of the econamy.    Doth procedures presume the availabilit; 

of the whole set of "candidate" projects with   :etailed data needed fnr 

evaluation as well as the setting of national  objectives and ec^ncmic policy 

targets.    For programmings further data aro required,  too,  but this selection 

of the best combination of tho feasible pr ejects takes into account theoretically 

all the interi ndu s trial   re! \td* «ships and effects.    Practically however, this 

»..liiM-u ciauut ho ipplijd without many concessi ns  (linearity,   'ivisibility, etc.. 

U     — J 
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Evaluation of linkage effects on efficiency nay be performed in a more simple 

way by help of direct analysis -if the major backward and  forward linkages.    This 

procedure nay be combiaed with som., elements cf the former methods tv?.    Problems 

and practical possibilities of those different approaches will be   lealt with 
later. 

23. It seems appropriate bore t) note the costs    f projecting anr! of 

the losses c aus od by rejections of thoroughly elaborated pr-jects.    Of curse a 

minimum degree of maturity of projects must bo required also for the first 

rough evaluations out this first selection sheul ! bo performed as soon as 

possible in order to av,id unnecessary further expenses.     Bcsi'es feasibility 

analysis   of interindustrial aspects f, ms the most important port of this first 

selecti n.    One jf the best uethods of a preselecti n of pr jeets secas to be a 

preliminary evaluation ani   li stributi n of the investments by sectors/branches of • 

the ec nomy.    Some major methods   :f pr ject evaluation even requires such -an 

analysis first by sectors and they nay be carried out only in a second stage by 

sinrle projects.    These ideas will be dealt with after reviewing methods of 

evaluation in a later section. 

VI.    Meth-ds of evaluating consistency of the prò acts 

24. Two methods of evaluating consistency of the single projects will 

be outlined here briefly: the aaterial balance method and the input-output 

method.    Programming methods may evaluate consistency as well but they 

analyse simultaneously also efficiency.    They will be dealt with therefore in 

that Cttt^xt.    C nsistency may be evaluated ils • by direct  analysis of the 

major backward and forward linkages,  but this simóle method   ioes not require 

further treatment.    All these methods menti ned and their conbinations 

can be applied in more or less extent and comprehensiveness depending on basic 

data available,  on the claim to accurate checking of consistency and on 

the level of development planning. 

k- 
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25. The name material balance r.éthcd refers to the centrally planned 

economies where coordinati -n of material balances is the n/iin instrument of 

consistent  planning.    These balances include rf course njt only materials 

but  the important final gor-le ton,  mostly in physical units.    The supply side 

of these balances c mprises anticipated production of existing capacities, expected 

production  of the new establishments, and as a n bile iterr., ports.    On the 

demand side anticipated final demand (including exports and changes in stocks) 

and intermediate demand are indicate:'..    Design of these bo Lances requires 

evidently an overall programming c ncorning pivvth and  structure of final 

demand, foreign trade, major intermediate demands,   etc.     Furth-r,  the 

balances are interconnected via output and c nsumption   if the intcrnediary 

goods.    The coordination of the: balances is carri-:'.  ,ut  in centrally planned    c 

economies by successive 3tops,  i.e.   on trial and error bo sis.    If material 

balances form a part of the actual planning syst CM they ;,iay s^rvo  (and as 

a rule they do serve) also  as means for evaluating c nsistency cf single 

projects.    In the absence of such a system "f balances,   they may be drawn 

up for the maj >r materials an:'. products but this needs basic statistical 

data and also some kini of overall planning (since balance items touch 

consumption,  foreign trade and other basic variables of development 

planning,  too.) 

The material balance method may bo used not  'nly f r evaluation of 

single projects but  for gr ups of projects aggregated by 3<.cWs  (branches,i.e.) 

for checking investments by sectors.    This is vali.', for input-output mothods, tno, 

which are especially appropriate for sectoral analysis. 

26. Input-Output meth ids nay be U3cd t: evaluate consistency of projects 

in two ways:  either by checking overall consistency or by analysing total 

impact of the projects.    The first  approach is well-known.    It -lay indicate 

the consistency or lack of c nsistency between final  Jenanà ani total output 

by sectors/branches.    We have to range each project in the corresponding 

sector and then to  check whet h r their outputs are absorbed and their inputs 

are produced within the given syst en.    Surplus of calculated total output 

-;40 
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versus final demnd indicates dang,r of under-utilisation of capacities 

in tho given sector; if t-til   xatput l^g3 behind demand, this refers to 

problems of supply from tho products of th.se  sectc rs.    Inconsistency 

may be eliminated on the one hand by changes in the. structure of the final 

demand,  of foreign trade,  etc. which belongs to the c mpetence .,f overall 

planning,   and   >n tne other hand by changing the projects to be selected. 

A similar use of input-output moth or! naay heln to analyse investment 

requirements from the pánt  of view of c nsistency or to distribute 

preliminarily investment s-urces.    Fer this aim, we hr.ve t- kn^w planned or 

anticipated final   '.emand,  and import, furtoor excess capacities non-utilised 

in the base peri >d,  aU by v lume nnC. sectoral break!, wn.    Eased -n anticipated 

final drman.1 dati we may calculate total   ,utput by sectors c nsistent with 

filial demand,    H part    f this total output required may be supplied by the 

production of existing capacities equal to the product!-n -f the base period, 

by the production  -f the excess capacities an', by import.    The    thor port is 

needed f r m the new capacities.    Investment expenditure require! f-r establish- 

ment of these new capacities may be calculated by help of capital/output 

ratios. 

27. A seend approach based on input-^ut jut methods may measure the 

total input  requirements of single pr jects ( r gr ups   -f pr jects).    For 

this,   '.ata are nee led   -n the   .pirating in..ut s  -f the given pr'jects in the 

breakdown of the  input-output table available  (a vect r).    further on    the 

inverse matrix of this input-output table is required.    The Vect..r-rmtrix 

pro duct gives the total input requirements of the project which may be 

compared to the resources available.    An example of such calculation will 

be presente! in Appendix I.    This flexible moth;! moy be arrived al*-, f < r groups 

of pr jects with the same   output or f:r "secW-investments"    r to evaluate the 

impact of choice   -f different technologies,   etc.    In this latter case we have 

to calculate the tut al input requirements ,-nly for that input items which are 

not identical in tho two or more variants of the project. 

 J 
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28. The first approach munti •ne"' above (para. 26) presumes availability 

of a completa input-output tablu, the  sue IT',   no  (para.  27) rnay bo applied 

also if  only the techn logical (.on! invorso) -i ¿it rix  ire   at    cur dirt osai. 

The first approach inv lvos some kin',  of overall olarjiing,   the sec ni may be 

applied for isolated evaluations to f..     Both r.cthods are burdened with the 

well-known assumptions of the input-output analysis.    In both casjs an up to 

date technological (and inverse) matrix is needed, i.e.   corrections of 

the basic input-», ut put table (matrix)  corresponding t    the  actual and 

anticipated changos in technology   inri import-substitution have to be carried 

out. 

The usual aggregation of the input-output tables moans disadvantage as 

compared with material balance method but the sect--ral interdependence are 

dealt with more  cirrectly by input-output methods.    3 me  experiments are 

going on with input-output tables in physical units which may help to  overcome 

the problems of aggregation and may facilitate the correct use of t'.ii3 

second approach.     S me elements   :f this method may bo combined with the 

direct analysis  of the major backward and forward linkages and this nay offer 

a sufficient s;lutin too.    For this purpose also a "typical" techn-logical 

matrix in 3-roe  standardized f rm may give valuable informations    n the major 

linkages and may be fruitfully used,     t- '• ssibiliti -S of Uso    f sucn standardized 

matrix will be dealt with later. 

VIII. Methods   >f jyaluatinr inUrindustrial efficiency office   :»f toe ,.ro.1ects. 

Use   'f accounting prices. 

29. Sjme racth.-ds of evaluating interindustrial efficiency effects briefly 

outlined in paragraphs 21-22 will be dealt with in the foll,rng tw > chapters. 

In this Chapter the use ~f "ccointing prices will be tr^atod. 

Use of accounting (shadow) prices is one of the mostly recommended 

method of considering interindustrial efficiency effects at pr-joct evaluation. 

All manuals prepared on this topic for developing c untries include such 

2. 
U-       — 
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suggestions,    elements cf accounting prices (may be often not in the same 

sense) are largely us.d in centrally   I\rm;d cc nomi.s and recently their wider 

application is jr ?• sod t, ,,  e.,-.  in th.- ¿ vi t Uni-n or in Hungary. There 

aro suggested several methods of use rf \cc .unting prices,  which have s-me «ommon 

features but  differ in 3one  respect  significantly. 

It is  common in those methods that the use   if  account in ^ prices instead of 

actual (market  ) prices should give a correct efficiency ev\\u->ti~n from    a 

macroecono:nic  (social)  p int  of vi.w,  since accunting prices are supposed to 

refloct intrinsic S'cial value.   There are,  hrwovjr,   .'iffer jnees c ncerning the 

following p  ints:   (i) what  sh .uid Le irxant by intrinsic  s-cia^ value; 

(ii) whether accounting prices may be detervinoc! by s--no corrections  of the 

actual  (market) prices   >r whether this needs a special procedure;   (iii) whether 

accounting prices shouüd be determined only for inputs or for outputs tco; 

and in the former case (iv) whether accounting prices should be assigned only 

for primary inputs or for intermediary goods as well;   (v) how accounting 

prices should be used si nee they may be substituted in the well-known formulae 

of efficiency calculations  of the  single projects or they may be used as an 

auxiliary instrument (p;uide) in the ¡recess of the selection from the total 

set  of the projects.    From the descriptions of the various methods us3d or 

suggested we do not  receive  always clear answers on  the above questions.     It 

see. j however,   that the raising of these   luostions may help to   icquire a 

better insight. 

30. As far as the meaning cf intrinsic social value is concerned, there are 

two opinions and consequently there are two ideas what accounting prices should 

be:  measures of actual social  (macroecono:nic) costs or equilibrium prices 

on opportunity cost basis.     In practical uses of accounting prices we meet 

combinations  of these solutions,   too. 

In order to get accounting prices measuring actual soc!^l costs, 

elimination of taxes and subsidies from actual (market) prices is often 

recommended as a first approach, Though this correction may help to 

is/. See e.g. Manual of Economic Development Prelects.  UN.  1958. Part two, 
Chapter II/II. 

^ 
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eliminate distortions,   some objections are to be raised here,    (i) Taxes and 

subsidies  paid  (or received) in thw lost Stege of tr.e oraducti n process, 

by the out put-suet or,   form only a part "f tot al taxes and subs: lies 

included in the prices,     (ii) In somj  cases taxes and subsidief   reflect social 

costs (or benefits) and their elimination does not  lead to a b< ttor 

approximation of social values,    (iii)  xhe distribution of profits in the 

prices cannot b<e assumed to be proportional to the costs they lave to express 

(especially not  in developing countries in e: se of a very imperfect competition) 

and the differences in profit ret io  nay cause even more significant distortions, 

ñie practical importance of these objections may vary widely between 

countries according to the weight of these iteras.     In Appendix II,   some 

figures are quoted on the economy of Israel.    A3 for the first objection, 

the differences of direct and total fxes and subsidies are striking only 

in some  ca3e3 but in a number of sectors thoy nay be considered significant. 

As for the third objection, the share  of profits ir in 'nrst cases much 

higher than the  share of the taxc3 and subsidies and as indicated in the book 

quoted (see p.102) the rite of return to capital varies at a large scale: 

if measured by direct coefficients,  it varies   between - 3 and 6*3,   and if by 

total coefficients, between 1 and L8 per cent.    The  data on the Hungarian 

economy (see Appendix III) give a similar picture on the role of the indirect 

effects of the sales (turnover) taxes and subsidies.    The rates of return to 

capital vary similarly,  toe; tney are  according to the direct coefficients 

between 0 and 71,  and according to the trtal coefficients between 2 and 33 . 

per cent.     The second remark abrve cannot be tented by the -vdlable data. 

31.     Some methods are used in Hungary which seen to avoid the  first  and pir 

the third objection but not the second.    By use of input-output tabl.-s  all 

(direct and indirect)  elements of taxes,  subsidies and profits were eliminated 

from the actual  prices and further the primary inputs of capital and  imoort 

were converted in labour input  (in wage terms) too.    The indicators gained by 

this calculation (total macroeconomic labour inputs) were meant and used as 

> 
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measures of actual social costs.^ These indicators serve as a rule 

•nly for measuring costs of dorrestic inputs,    output in case of exported 

or exportable goods and costs of imported materials are valuated at 

"vnrld market prices»,  i.e. at foreign currency equivalents.    The data 

on total macroeconomic labour input3 proved very useful for different 

an?   -,es but their application to efficiency calculations as accounting 

prices may be criticized. 

Disregarding tae deficiencies connected with the use cf typical 

input-output tables (some  of them can bo eliminated by disaggregation, 

by combinations with product calculations or with input-output tables by 

products,   etc.) only four principal issues will be raised here.    These 

"accounting prices''   (i)  aro based on data of some previous period while 

investments refer to future period,  consequently they must bo built up 

on planned,  anticipated data (input-output table),  (ii) They exclude all 

income elements except wages.    A part of these income elements reflect 

(or should reflect)  social costs,   or benefits,     (iii)  They do not take 

into account the scarcity of capital wrich ought to be reflected by an 

adequate price system  (this  issue is under discussion in centrally planned 

economies but  in Hungary it  is already accepted.)   (iv) They do not  reflect 

such intentional departures from th«j prices which  are considered necessary 

tc balance supply and demand. 

32.  The first criticism mentioned above is acknowledge in Hungary 

and claims  involved are met by some rocont calculations,  by help of 

extrapolations.    The second and fourth remarks were pointed out only 

recently by the author and aro awaiting discussion.    The third objection 

—    The  calculation was pnrfcrr.-d by help of ''n  input-output viblo in 
sector aggregation; the  ratios of actual and "calculated" prices 
by sectors Were applied to the  corrections of the individual prices. 
Experiments are going on with input-output tables calculated by 
products mostly expressed in physical units. 

_„ J 
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is acknowledged and in some recent evaluations it is also avoided by 

means of calculating with an "accounting" charge on capital  (added tn 

the total macroeconomic inputs in labour wage terras).    Some numerical 

examples of these calculations are given in Appendix IV. 

As an example of a similar approach an appraisal of the  social 

pro fit ability, of the real cost of foreign exchange earned in exports,  the 

work of Michel Bruno concerning the economy of Israel may bo mentioned.**' 

He applied a correction of market prices by taxes/3ubsidics and excess 

remuneration on capitr.l over an imputed limit of Ó per cent. 

The remarks abrve on the Hungarian experience may lead to the 

conclusion that a comprehensive system of accounting prices aiming at 

the measurement of actual social costs is to be built up on elimination 

and redistribution of taxes, subsidies and profits by help of input-cut put 

analysis,  respectively on a consequent macroeconomic cost calculation. 

Remarks (iii) and  (iv)  refer to a seemingly unavoidable use of some elements 

of opportunity cost accounting in this case too.    The rate of the charge 

on capital is to bo determined perhaps preferably on opportunity cost 

basis than based on data of past periods and this applies in some sense 

(though it  is debated in Hungary) to the foreign currency exchange rates 
13/ 

too.-*1/   Accounting prices based on actual social costs docs not  seem to 

be appropriate to measure the  social value of output (v.'ith exceptions of 

intermediary goods).    For this aim,  another set of accounting prices was 

to be defined.    For goods circulating in foreign trade estirat ,d "world 

market prices" may furnish an adequate starting point. 

33.  On the general possibilities of the use of accounting prices on 

actual  social cost basis  and in order to answer the questions raised in 

paragraph 30, the following issues may be pointed out: 

12/ 

13/ 
Op.cit. 

The actual cost basis for foreign currency exchange rate means the 
average costs (total macroeconomic labour inputs) of foreign exchange 
earned in exports. 
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(i) The accounting prices on -ctual social coat basis may be applied 

in the usual formulae of efficiency calculations.    Tncir assignment is 

not connected with a selection from the feasible projects as in c-so of 

accounting prices on opportunity cost basis.    These accounting prices may 

be used both for evaluating single projects and  for analysis groups of 

projects (sector-investments). 

(ii) As a first very rough approximation, taxes,  subsidies, transfer 

payments may be eliminated fron actual  (market)  prices.    Prijc chants 

must be anticipated in each case.    Use of input-output methods to eliminate 

even indirect effects of these itera ray r;sult  :n  sow;  improvement. 

Those  accounting prices may be used in the usual  formulae both for output 

and  input  figures. 

(iii) After the above corrections accounting prices are to be defined 

separately for primary inputs,  since these corrections do not apply to 

the valuation of primary capital and labour inputs.    Accounting prices 

must be determined  for capital in each case,  and preferably for categories, 

of skilled and unskilled labour too.    For this purpose an  opportunity cost 

basis  seems to be appropriate even if based on rough estimations.    The 

corrections according to point (t£i;) yielJ seme kind of accounting prices 

for imported goo.Is  but the use of for~i';n currency prices  and of accounting 

exchange rates may be recommended too, 

(iv)  If actual  (market)  prices do not  deviate from social values at 

a large scale at  the  given point of time in order to get  proper accounting 

prices,   only modifications  concerning changes over ti.ae are needed.    Since 

those modifications  require knowledge on the future development which may 

be influenced by the decisions based on the saie   accounting ; /ices,  they 

have in each ci3e an  approximative character.     In  case cf ra;v :1 grovth or 

structural changes of the ecorvmy which' may occur in developing cora«rie», 

this  seems to be a valid argument  speaking for a simultaneous determination 

of accounting prices and development plans. 

I 
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(v) In case of having an input-output table detailed enough, it may 

be attempted to design a total ay3tea of account'ng prices  reflecting actual 

macroeconomic cost3 with complete redistribution of taxes,   subsidies, and 

profits, by help of a macroeconomic cost calculation.    For this purpose, 

accounting price of capital is needed finit which may be defined on 

opportunity cost basis,  connected with tue design of the overall development 

of the economy. 

34. Dealing with the problems of accounting prices on opportunity cost 

basisj we will start from the moderate and realistic propos-.1 exposed in the 

Report of the First Grouo of experts on Programming Techniques of the 
1' / UN Economie Commission for Asia and the Far ¿astr^ This spurns all the more 

appropriate since among the authors of this excellent report we may find 

Jan Tinbergen as well, one of tue first and moat   respected indicators of 

the use of accounting prices.     According to the  report (p.  40)   "Accounting 

prices are fictitious prices which may be assigned to some   cost  elements,  or 

products, with a view to giving a better approximation of the  relative 

importance of these elements or products to the economy,"    unfortunately, 

further questions about the scope and îsoigrcnent of these accounting prices 

remain unanswered from this report.    From examples described,   however,  it 

may be concluded that  (i) the  accounting prices of cost elements and inter- 

mediary products are to  ^ defined on r.n opportunity cost basis,   (ii) 

accounting prices are to be used for final products too and t'en y must bo 

fixed according  to the development  policy targets,   (iii) accounting prices 

are n«t needed for each cost   element  or product  but  only for the .aa.jor 

one-,   (iv) the best way to determine and to utilise the accounting prices 

may be considered a trial and error method of the selection  cf the 

feasible prcjects. 

I 

147 Development  Programming Techniques Series N.l. Proi-rarming' Techniques for 
Economic Development. I960. 
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35. It is characteristic for this typo of use of accounting prices 

that  it assumes the availability of the whole set of feasible projects, data 

on the tot il investment resources unci possibilities includine not only 

establishment of now capacities and the knowledge of the nain development 

policy  targets as well.     Consequently this method may be used only in 

advanced stages of the project evaluation but not for preliminary selections. 

Further,  this procedure with a mixed use of actuel (market)  and accounting 

prices renounces the consistency of the valuation.    As a rul,,  primary 

inputs as capital, labovr,   import will all hive accounting prices but only 

some of the intermediary goods.     In   -rder to evaluate not  . nly direct, 

but  also indirect use of primary inputs at accounting prices,   we have 

however,  to change the prices of the intermediary goods too.     »itheut 

such corrections tlio bias of tlie project evaluation will depend on the 

share  of  intermediary goods in the total  operating costs of the project. 

36. The logical way to determine accounting prices   ->n an  opportunity 

cost  basis  is either the use of the project selection method tre-.ted above 

or that of met ho Is of omgramin.'.    Profumine may be perform id either by 

trial and error methods or by mathematical techniques as e.g.  liniar programming. 

It is useful to make a distinction between what is called a project selection 

method  and a programming method,  in that senoe,   that the  f.rm^r includes only 

the  projects to be  selected .and  the letter   dl the activities,   i.e.  existing 

capacities too.    The  forwjr met h ed generally assumes a prolimirary choice of 

projects,   the latter may  start with ut  such preliminaries. 

The programming approach  sterns to be superior but  requires ouch more 

basic  data.    In case of a limited number of feasible projects,  all th. se 

alternatives :rvay be included in the model and the programming method may give 

the  p*a. per project selection ani the accounting (shaiov.)  price"1 simultaneously. 

A further use of these accounting prices does n t  seem t<- be  required.     The 

number of the feasible projects,   however, mostly exceeds the framework of 

the workable model.    The projects are to be aggregated e.g. by sectors and 

J 
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branches and the shadow prices thus   .totain.d may be use! for further selection of 

the projects, either in the usual efficiency calculation formulae or by further 

sectoral pro Framings.    A similar procedure may be followed by the project 

selection method too and in this case the accounting prices will have not only 

a direct distributing but an evaluating mie as well. 

37.  On the use of accounting prices -n opportunity c-^st bosis the 

following issues may be mentioned: 

(i) As a first approximation accounting prices may be defined only 

for primary inputs.    The opportunity cost basis f-r than may bo estimated or 

searched by a trial and error method.    These accounting prices may b^ applied 

in the usual efficiency calculation formulae.    In order to reduce bi"se3 

caused by neglecting the uso of accounting prices for indirect primary 

inputs (via intermediary goods) major linkages are t . b«. analysed in this 

respect. 

(ii) Accounting prices are t - bo assigned also for the valuation  of 

outputs.     They may be basod in case of intermediary goods on opportunity 

costs or on "world market prices" (first  of all for exportable  and 

importable goods);  and in case  "f fimi goods  (a) ^n "w rid market  prices", 

(b)  on priority ratings according t    the noti nal objectives and development 

policy targets,   (c)  -.n the elimination of taxes ani subsidies fr^m actual 

(raarkot)  prices,   (d)   >n the erabanation of th„  above metho '.3. 

(iil) 'rho trial an.! error /üethod aiming at finding proper accounting 

price-; may be improved in   'afferent ways.     If it is C'WiecU.d with -JI  iterative 

selection of the projects,  criteria of choice in horrrny with devol ^pmont 

policy targets must be stated clearly.    Ace untin,* prices xy be cùoul'ted 

for mrjc (enrce) intermediary goods as well  (e.g. el .ctric  o>-,^\y).     If 

all candid-te projects are included in the trial process, the accounting 

prices will not have an independent r^lo.    ^he result  of th^ 1- 3t stup   f 

iterations gives both the project selected and the final, correct accounting 

prices,     ¿hese prices may be us^d, however, by evaluating even further variants 

» 
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of the chosen projets.    I'he selection of the projects r.ay bo performed 

in two stages.    Th. first sti*. gives choice of groups of projects and 

proper accounting prices as aorve.     In the second stage, usual efficiency 

calculation formulae may be applied for further selection, with these 
accounting prices. 

(Iv) Programming methods may yield accounting pricc3 with a better 

approximation than the project selection method.    They do not need a preliminary 

selection or suggestion  of projects and they make   possible a more free choice; 

they take fully into account activities of the economy even if not touched 

directly by the investments.    On the other hind,   for programmine (either to be 

performed by trial .and  error 'T by new mathematical methods) a great deal of 

numerical cinta ire needed on development  policy tarots, on resources 

available and other constraints, on existing capacities, technologies actually 

and potentially used which are not available in modt developing countries. 

Also programming methods may be used in different ways, as e.g.   (a)  for a 

final choice of the projects when accounting prices are not more needed,   (b) 

in two stages as by the project selection metho', when the final  choice will 

be made in the second stare by use of the accounting prices got in tho first 

stage,   or (c) in two stages when for the final choice besides the accounting 

prices   ^f the first stare programming methods will be used again,   etc.=2/ 

Some further problems  of tho3e methods and their practicability will be 

touched in a later section» 

30.  In case of assigning accounting prices by uso of input-output or 

programming methods the accounting prices of the pr- ducts will bo defined as 

a rule  for groups of products aggregated by sectors/branches of the economy. 

Acc-unting prices for products must be determined by separate calculations 

at a second stage.    The  accounting prices for "sectors/branches" may be 

fruitfully utilised for sectoral analysis of investments and projects.    Further 

• n,  the project selection in the process of assigning accounting prices or 

&. The result of these sectoral programmings may be used for a repeated 
correction of the accounting prices,  too. 

U 
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especially by pro^ramin. ,• may deal with rrt siriciu project but groups of 

projects by sectors/branches.    This   -iv„s i.::\ s, di at ¿ly an analysis,   respectively 

selection of pr jocts by c.ctors.    The same aprii .5  f ,r the t tal primary 

input approach based on input-output   analysis.     Tnc  possibilities ani problems 

of sectoral  analysis of  investments  and projects vgill be de: It with later. 

VIII.    Other methods of  evaluating  Ínterin hist rial  efficiency off- cto of 
of the arr loots 

39. Theoretically prop rr.oi.dng nethrls may yiol >.  the b,st  s-lut ion of 

prcject evaluation,  but  f-r devcL;pin,/ countries  : win~ t'  the usual Lack 

of data needed th„y arc selV-rn practicable.    Th._r~f in,,    nly a few remarks 

will be added here 'n those not hods.     ',ve have num..r us  examples   >f 

successful  use of mathematical pr^jranxiinos    r ;f cess analyses  f-r  sectors 

of the economy, f >r pr .ject evluati n within sectors.    Tnus,  for instance,   in 

Hungary linear pr • rarmin,; -loth ds wore applied f<r   ;evolopm,.nt  planning 

of the cett  n w^avinr in .ustry,  paper  in'.ustrv,   aluiiriuo industry an:! 

synthetic fibre industry (hero c :ncavo pro^raeiainr was used,  to-).    ;,, are 

interested  here, however, in ínterin 'usa rial aspect j  of pr joct evaluation 

which are taken into occunt by sectoral pr>rrannin':    nly in a very United 

way. 

40. Sorae experiments on int^reoctcral, i.,,.    n ec-n—y-wi'.e pr-- rrammim-s 

arc known,   too, but they  :   nt   seem t •• • ive   '.ir,,ct pr joct evaluation and/or 

selection.     The experiment new r m(;   ^n in the Plann in • Office ->f Hun.-ary called 

"tw:-level  plannin;;" is  an iterative cabinati n <f overall and sectoral 

pr-jcn-ireninr;   (as mentioned at the end of paragraph 37).    It is worthwhile to 

quote on this topic Mollis B. Chencry who has been d in,: for the past several 

years,  impm-tant the ereticai and. practicl v; r!;  in  this fieli.   "It   ds 

unlikely thae .f.rtr&l methyls   f pr --ramum   can  be a; pi:,. ; in a v„ry detailed» 

model of the whole economy.    At  best th.y can be used  to   letamine   the proper 

accounting   prices for s erne of the  principal Inp-its-latnur,  capital,   foreign 

exchange and  a few industrial materials - and to revise sect or programes. 
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For the latter purpose accounting prices are very Importent,  since they make it 

possible to decentralize the analysis while maintaining the consistency of 

the result.«-/ Also the methods suggested in this line in the Soviet Union 

in first order by L.V. Kajntorovich and V.T. Novozhilov arc intended to get 

appropriate prices and not  direct alloc it in of investments (the same holds 

for the researches earrW. rut presently in the Economic Institute of the 

Academy of Sciences in Hungary.) 

An important result r.f the overall programming of the economy aay 

be a preliminary allocation (-'ist ributi • ) of the investments among sectors. 

The sectoral pro pram inr.s and the  sinrle pr \iect evaluations toy correct this 

distribution.    Nevertheless, this distribution provides in any case an 

important starting point for further analysis.    Theoretical, computational, 

machinery capacity,  data availability problems of the or-graaining methods 

wore not treated here but they causo serious difficulties even in developed 

economies.     Their overcoming scorns tr be atto.ptod first in developed 
countries. 

41. As a rule,   accounting: prices may yield, a proper valuation for 

primary inputs hut they can hardly be determined even for major intermediary 

goo.'.s.    Since indirect use of primary inputs via intermediary grids often 

rnaji exceed their direct use,  this 'nay reduce the •• ^ssibility of measuring 

interindustrial efficiency effects at a lar-e scale.    These difficulties may 

be overcome not   nly by assigning account in; • prices also for intermediary foods, 

but,  may be even more easily, by calculating total pri.nary inputs based on 

input-output  analysis.    In this case account in; pricos are needed   .;nly for 

the primary inputs  (as a rule for major catearles   ~f labour, capital and 

foreign exchange) or oven - lacking pre por recounting prices - alternative 

valuations  can be simply applied as in case of paranetric programing. 

iE/ Development policies and programes.    See: Kc manic Bull.tin for Latift 
faerie a.  March 1953, p.71. 
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These total primary input f i/urca may bo used in the accepted efficiency 

calculation formulae   m the one hand,   in-! for   other analyses,   on the  other. 

42. Some further typ^s of analyses based  on tt':l primary in)>ut data 

will be mentioned here which my facilit ito the   cvr.lu-.tion of the inter- 

industrial efficiency effects. 

By help of a usual in put--ut put table, total primary injmt coefficients 

may be simply calculate1 for sect rs an1, branches <-f the ecno'.iy.    They may 

help to analyse the characteristics    f the sectors fr-rn a macroeconimic 

point of view,   the averi.-e im;acts of investments in the3e sectors on 

requirements of primary inputs.    They .-nay help the f orrauhti n    f a rati nal 

structure   >î the  economy by s,ct rs.    In or;er t :   eliminate the influence of the 

actual (market)  prices on these indicators they may be related t- each othv,r 

(as O.,T. total lab .ur/capital,  imp-,-rt/capital,   etc.)    r to the value of product! n 

at   »world market  prices"  (f^ruifn currency equivalents). 

The total input coefficients of the input-nit;Jut  analysis measure 

interindustrial  effects within the units of the  ch-sen nrdol.     The usual 

open static m del deals with replacement   ?f fixe! assets and exports as 

items of final  doman I.     That neons for instance that the usual  total labour 

input coefficients do n.-t include lab .ur input needed f r the  replacement of fixed 

assets and f.r exports t    be paid f r iü-Tte'. materials consumed.    Inter- 

industrial effects may bo measured in a wider Sense,   t •-, by analysin,.- further 

multiplier affecta.    The usual t- tal lab ur inp.ut coefficients may be 

augmented for instance by the total lab our input nee led. f T the replacement 

of fixed assets ani for exp rts t> be pai1, f r imp rte 1 materials c-nsuned. 

These indicators maybe called total macrocc ^n ,nic  lab-ur input c efficients. 

Further on, to the usual total i^nrt coefficients may be added the inp^t 

needed for the replacement of fix^d assets ani  t • the usual coital coefficients 

the capital needed for the exports t ; be pai: f Jr imported materials used. 

Some numerical examples based on Hungarian experience are riven in Appendix V. 
Total requirements of 8killCiJ ,n , unskill^ 1„b,ur>   gt,)Ckg (circul;itinr fun,s) 
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several kinds of enerGy and other scarce r:.s urces    r r^-\3 may be analysed 
by similar way. 

Total primary input requirements for single pr-.'jects may be analysed 

similarly.    In this case,  however, the c st 'lata  \f the pr i ject are needed 

in the sectoral breakdown --f the input-output rntrix utilised and problems 

of aggregation, respectively desn^ror-ti m are to be  solved as dealt with 

in paragraph 29.    Vari-us criteria may be tested -n this total primary 

input basis,  synthetic f• rmulae may be calculate!, etc. 

43.  The simple methods of   'irect analysis "f-ui   r backward and  forward 

linkages ci • not need detailed    description.    I should like to emphasize 

the very importance of these .analyses als    in the cases '-f usin^ more 

sophisticated methods.     First,  f.-rwani linka -es, efficiency effects 

respectively, may hardly be treated with most  cf the methods above 

mentioned,  as for instance input-output :.teth )ds, and they a re often neglected. 

Sec-ndly,  als: backward linkages (effects which can well be analysed e.p. by 

input-output methods)  are examined -as a rule with a/:rrefrate calculations. 

A rreat deal of assumptions c nt orinatine these calculations may be dropped 

jnly in case of a detailed direct -nalysis.     The direct analysis invlves 

usually only s^me nu.jor linkages,   ne  -r tw : ennccted stages of the 

production process,  but  then this is d ¡ne in i realistic way, without 

arcrepati ..n, and takinr into account such specific fact rs as cpacity 

utilisation, narfinal c. sts,  returns t •• scale etc.    The direct analysis of 

the major linkares and loss precis» moth ,ds   >f analysis of the further interindu 

offsets  are to be cemkinei .and possibly for 3in ;le pr jects t.iis may  rive the 

best solution f r an adequate evaluation  of into'rinJustrial effects. 

IX.    Criteria and distribution of investments by s-ct-rs/branches of the 

44*  In Chapter VI,  five types of evaluating consistency "f the projects 

have been analysed which may be listed n JW appriximatively in the 
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order of their complexity: 

(c.l) direct analysis of Ínterin '.ustrial Unlcares, 

(c.2) material balines meth-d (see par-*»..  2(-)f 

(c.3) input-output method  of evaluatin     sinrle projects (see pira,28), 

(c.4) input-output method  of evaluating  ."nneral consistency (see para. 29), 

(c.5) mathematical pro^ramrainr methods. 

Those methods, as menti-ned above, nay ami arc to be conbined.    From these 

methods (c.4) always,  (c.5) mostly are to be carriel ~ut  rather for 

sector/branches of the ucin-.rry than f,r single pr.jects;   (c,2),   (c.3) may 

be used both for  sectors and single pr j^-cts whil^  (c.l)  scena to be appropri'.t: 

first  of all for  single pr iects, 

45. In Chapter VII. -ind VIII. different methods of evaluating inter- 

industrial efficiency effects   of prjects have been  analyse'!.    The following; 

groups of these methods may be  listed here: 

(e.l) direct .analysis of int ^industrial effects  (see p-ra. 43), 

(e,2) use of .accounting prices (b th for inputs and outputs)  to 

evaluate efficiency at the ,ivon  stare of the production 

process   (3ee para. 31-36, 33), 

(c.3) project  selection method: simultaneous selection of projects 

and assi.-ninr of ace -unti'.v1; prices   (see para.  37-38), 

(e.4) total primary input approach (evaluation of the  "bundle of 

activities" t -uched by the pr ject,   see pora. 41-42), 

(e.5) prOíT-amminr methods  (with   TíO or more st->'e,   see para.  38-40), 

These methods may and are to bo combined as well. All these methods may be 

carried out both for sectors and single prjects. Metho is (e.4)   ond(e.5) 

3Com to be especially suited for sector-analysis, (e.l)  for s in-le project 

analysis. 
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46. From a macroecTi raie point of view each project touches not only 

the  riven sta, e cf th, production process but a bundle  of activities linked 

with it wl it must be evaluated therefore, both for consistency an:! 

efficiency, by t-.kinr into account Ínterin lustri al impacts as well.    As 

this notion iniicatüB, inter-industrial impacts, effects between industries 

(sectors/branches) are to   bo analysed.    The rnotriw.s available for these 

analyses are suited in many casus -mly for évaluât in,,: link--es between 

industries  (sectors/branches) in J. nrt between sin'le pr jects.    In other cases 

these moth-Is require a tw^-sti-c évaluât in,   iirst   t  sectr level ina then by 

sinrle pn jects.   (As for the first cose  see e. ;. the input-output methods, 

for the secami   «ne ra-.therx'.tical prr rammin.-s.)    ¿hat is   jne of the reis ma 

why sectoral evaluation,  preselection rr pre distribution  of investments by 

sectors may be ree -mmende 1.    * sec n:l arrimant may be raised from the 

time-aspect  of these evaluations.    Pr jects may and "re t..   be evaluated 

concerninp their full wrkinr time.    n total set -f pr-jects however,   can 

be chocked for consistency,  analysed for interdependent  efficiency and 

co-ordinated with the development plan - by relatively sirvlc nethr.cls - only 

for a ,iven  o mit  of time.    Also  this issue demands a two-stare evaluation, 

first  -:t sector lovel for  a riven p int  of ti;ve,  an! thon by sinole projects 

for the full working tine.    And  finally instituti n~.l and or fan i s .tignai 

requirements may aroie f r an intermedi-'tc- or viect „valuation at sector 3,evel,. 

too, especially in case of -levelopmont }ilannln~.    Paul K senstein-Rodan 

emphasized,   that   "Estimates of priority can be more easily formulate1  for 

sectr rs than f'-r projects within sect-rs..."    "Del^iti n of decisi ns as to 

sectors and  dispersal    f   loci s i ns as to sinrle pr-jects e sposino a sector 
17/ 

seem to be the appropriate rules of prorramning."—u 

17/ *x/'!Pro;Tarjminr in Theory and in Italian Practice." Investment Criteria and 
Economic Growth,  p.25. 
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47. Sector evaluation of investments ^cs not make unnecessary neither 

the évaluation of sinrlc pr jects, nor the an i lys is -f their inturindustri.il 

impacts.    First,  the final step sinplu projects an'1 not sectors aro to be 

chosen.    Sec ndly,  the constraints -f the a,-rr~,-ated sect r-analyses ire 

well-known and their results, therefore,   ire to be checker1 by sinrlc pr \ioct 

analyses too.    S-me selected "best" pr'jects of a riven sect r may be 

inferior (less efficient  from i macr^cc -mmic point of view) thin s me 

dropped "wronr" pr 'jects of another sectr.    Owin;- to the oft-n v^ry 

rough arr^relation,  even a coincidence of the  sunmirized input md    utput 

firaires of the 3 in rie pr:jocts md the vrrcrrte firures calculate", for the 

same sector do not  prove a real c nsistency.    Sect-r-evaluati n of 

investments,  consequently,  do not substitute f~r,  but supplement and 

facilitate  single project evaluations.    The main fields of application 

of the sector-evaluation of investments are the preliminary distributi n of 

investment funds and the preselection ri projects by s^ct rs. 

48. The preliminary distributi n of investment funis by sect-rs is 

an important part of the development plann in;- in centrally planned economies 

ani it seems t-   be necessary -r at leist desiroble in -ach case    f centnl 

planninr.    Central planning; requires 1 certain -'elevation    f decisions, 

aniont: other th.se c nceminr investments.    F r this  purpose a preliminary 

distribution of investment  funds is needed.    In centrally planned economies 

thj.s preliminary distribution is based as 1 rule f r consistency on the 

material balance meth..d  (c.2) and   n   'Lrect analyses on interindu strial 

linki-es (cl), as f r efficiency a.-ain    n direct analyses (e.l) an1, on a 

more of les3 wide use  :f elements  of -cc aintinr prices (e.2).    Recently in 

s~me countries (as c.r.  in Hunrary) the applicati' n of    the other methods 

listed in para. 44 and 45 is attempted too.    A wider use of methods based 

on input-« utput analysis  (c.3),   (c.4), (0.4) may be re common led.    These 

methods may be applied perhaps by help of ^ standardized input-output 

matrix als    by developing countries while pro rammin- methods are t> be 

experimented first by developing- c untries.     For these calculât! Tis, 

accounting prices assigned at a sect r 1 vel may prove useful.    A .id of 
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course, the prclinánary distribution of investment  funds may bo based on 

ranking of single ,r jects proved, too, with ut  n,y USli ,f ^,:rc,,tl) plt,. 

A preselection _>f pr,jtJCt3 by 3ect,rg nly ,jo rocr,M,ea ^ nf ^ 

in case of a /Teat number ,-f "candidato" pr jects and .ven more in case 

of a development ¡annnin-- With central ond subordinated institutos.    As 

for evaluating consistency, the wh le s,t    f methods listed in oara. 44 

may be used but perhaps the input- ut,ut and er-rn-mino methods  (c.3-5) 

are to bo preferred.     T.-   evalué, efficiency,  the pr^ct selection method 

(o.3), the  simultaneous eh dee    f pr jocts :.M assonino of accountinr 

prices,  and the total primary input  approach (e.4) see- t- be appropriate in 

first place.    Further    «i,  ocon ;ny-wido mathematical proTTn.iiin.-s may be 

carried out as a rule at sector l.vel and c nsequently they nay yield a 

preselection by sectors too, 

49.  The main criteria of prjeet  .valu •= ti n fr-- a , aeree ^na-nic 

(social) point  of view both  for sector and sinrle ,,r..joct analysis nre 

• insistency and efficiency.    Grit .ria   -f efficiency need furtnor explanation. 

These criteria are t- be formulated in accordance with nati nal objectives 

and economic policy tarrets.     It seems t"  be taken  into  -.count in any case 

(i)  if t,;ssible total costs and benefits at  social values  (accounting i rices), 

(ii) the interindustrial impacts and  (iii)  the time  aspects.     This pne-er 

concentrated on the problems of the int.rinlustrini aspects   -,f the project 

evalu.ti-.n.     The time  aspects ir(i taken inte ace ,unt  at  the evalirtion    f 

sinrle  projects as a rule by use  of discantino m.thocls with  an account in:- 

rate of interest.    This accountin • rate of interest nay be differentiated in 

the calculations by periods and it largely depends on the  overall desirn 

of development which forms an  important backer uni of ill thes ; calculations 

and evaluations.    Uiscountinr methods may be a-plied from the rruth-..Is listed 

in para. 46 at direct analysis and accounting price evaluation    f projects 

(e.1-2)  with ease,  at the project sel^cti n meth'-I -ml the total orimary 

input approach  (e.3-4) with s rae and at pro. ramrinos (e.5) with serious 

 ^' 
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difficulties.    At sectr-evaluations,  when usinr afcre^ated flati by 

sectors, discounting methods can hardly be applied.    Tine islets of 

investments may be evaluated  ;nly with the help of the ace untinr prices 

of capital,    therefore, as a rule,   simplifiöd formulae of calcul at i on nay 

be reconunen'lod f>r sector-evaluati. ns, without discounting procedures. 

50. For pr-ject evaluation,   -cnerally partial criteria, tht.ir 

combinatin with    r with -ut wei datino,  or one   (->r more) synthetic  fcroula are 

used.    Partial criteria,  as a rule,   may rive c rrect evaluotrn only in 

case of such projects which from the point of view    f the disregarded 

criteria do not differ si mi fie ant ly.    F r this reason,  and particularly 

in case of sector-ovaluati-n, c mbinati. n    f such partial criteria or/and 

synthetic formulae may be reconmui'.ed which ras a su re possibly total c^sts 

and benefits.    On the c^st side,   am np the partial  criteria,  requirements 

on the three primary inputs,  i.e.  labour,  capital,   and farei n exchange 

must be represented in each case and mostly in a breakdown by their 

major categories as e.r. by skilled and unskilled labour, by foreign 

currencies,   etc.    From a macr ac -nomic point  of view, the primary input 

requirements are t    be analysed with the hel;   of total input coefficients, 

i.e. by use r f the total primary input appr^ch  (e.3).    Further,  besides 

their partial analysis, the primary inputs may bo valued and also  aided by 

means   of accountinr prices.    F^r txam; le the f llowiro- formula may be suroested: 

Do-mestic value ad. led at :.c count in • prices 
Domestic costs at  accounting prices 

This indicator was used in the Hun-'rian practice f^r statistical analysis 

but may be calculated for future periods, t >o.    According to the Hunrarian 

calculotions the nominator is the total value  of -utput minus total primary 

inputs at "world market prices" (in f-reij'ji currency equivalents),  while the 

denominator is domestic costs at  accounting prices based ~n total macro- 

economic labour input coefficients  (on total capital and lab ur inputs added 

at accountin¿- prices).    An example   >f these calculations will be presented in 

Appendix V. 
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In case of programming or the project selection methods (e.4-5), 

we can take several criteria for maximur/minimu^.,  and othor criteria may be 

treated as constraints.    Also by use of direct analysis of interindustrial 

efficiency effects (e.l),  various criteria may be evaluated but primary 

input  requirements (and possibly total requirements;   cannot oe omitted neither 

by this nor by the other methods mentioned above.     Ren;fit s may be measured 

as a rule by total value of output or by domestic valu- added and, of course, 

in accordance with the  neasur ;mo;it  of the costs.     The correct  evaluation 

must be ensured by use of accounting prices and  special benefits may be 

analysed  separately too. 

51. We may conclude from our analysi.3 that a project evaluation 

from the  macro economic  ceint  of view should be based on misurine total 

costs and benefits at intrinsic social values.    This requires first of all 

adequate consideration of interindustry! and time ".spoeto of the projects. 

As a rulo,  however,  both requirements may bu net   omy approxirativoly.    Any 

methods of project evaluation,  therefor.,,   '¿re burdened with assumptions 

and hypothetical  elements.     As Jan Tinbergen poirts out,   "...in order tv 

calculate the;  full consequence of a certain investment on the national 

economy one has to nave a dynamic  model of development of the economy 

(and even of the world economy)".—'   Nevertheless project evaluation may 

help significantly to mike adequate investment decisions in order to use 

national resources better and to prorote development,    i'urther on, it must 

be added here,  that project evaluation fror, a pa croe canonic  (social) point 

of view may not   only be facilitated by f omul .tint' national objectives and eeonon 

policy targets,   but it  definitely calls for more   or less detailed development 

plans.    lioreover, development planning nay help entrepreneur's investment 

decisions,  too. 

X.  Possibilities of u?e of a standardised input-output matrix 

52. The coefficients of an input-output matrix are determined by a great 

number of different factors.     The major factors .¡.re: technology,  returns to 

scale,  import,  price-relations,  infrastructure.     In spite of these factors 

18/ Op.cit. p.12. 
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sone empirical investigations (by W.  Leontiof, H.B.  Cheney T. "atanabo, etc.) 

indicated a great similarity of input-output ix.trices of dif f ;rent countries. 

Further research work has to prove whether these similarities make possible 

the compilation and use of a standardised input-output :aatrix with special 

reference to developing countries.    In this section,   some basic problems and 

ideas related to the use of such a matrix in project evaluation will be 

considered. 

53. A standardized input-output matrix may be used to get an overall 

picture on interindustrial relations,  linkages and impacts and to make some 

numerical calculations  concerning the given economy.    For both kinds of uses, 

the inverse matrix (that  of the total input coefficients)   is needed and the 

matrix of tho technological  (direct input) coefficients has only an 

intermediate but important  rolo.     'Aie  standardised matrix yields information 

about the nature of the interindustrial relations,  ab^ut the major inter- 

dependencies to be analysed and this may be useful in itself,  too.    For 

more preciso analyses,   however,   the  standardised matrix has to be adapted 

to the given economy.     The task to be  solved is,  th^roforu,   a tvnfold one: 

to design a standardized matrix and to facilitate its transformation in 

a national matrix.     In case of developing countries the  second task seems to 

be especially important  since the characteristics of those économies may deviate 

considerably from a "standard economy"  (use of backward technologies, special 

price-relations, cliff-rent  infrastructure etc.).    On the   other hand the lack of basi 

industries which have the most inte rind ust rial linkages may simplify the task. 

Of course,  in each case only the major coefficients are to be calculated and 

analysed.    In the Hungarian input-output matrix for the year 1959 e.g. from 

the possible 9000 coofficicnts of the 95 x 95 sect r tabi;  only 770 coefficients 

had values over 1 per cent. 

54. Five major factors were listed in para. 52 which have the most significant 

impact on the input-output matrix.    From the standardised matrix cno of these 

factors,  the import seems to be eliminated in each case.     The standardised 

matrix is to be calculated in such a way that its coefficients c   uprise the 
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total use of domestic and imported materials or otherwise formulated;  it 

has tn be drawn up for a closed economy,     further m,  each country has to 

separate the use of bestie materials .and imports according to its special 

conditions,   i.e. to the  shares; f domestic production and import by sectors. 

That  is   jne   of the r^s;ns why the inverse    f a  standardised input-output 

matrix cann t be used without further improvement, i.e.  without the corrections 

of the technological matrix du o t.. import.    Since the inverse operation may 

encounter difficulties in   sm^ countries;   the possibilities of the use of 

a triangula ri s ed .-.,:trix -ru t.-, t-. investigated as well. 

C^rrecti-ns due t > the use of othjr  than "standardised" technologies 

may be carried rut   in a similar way, i.e.   bef r„  the inverse operation. 

Effects of returns V  scale an' that of differences in the infrastructure 

cannot be isolated by simple methods and thereup n they  may be noglected. 

As for elimination  of the ir pact    f price-relations,  there is a possibility 

to attempt  the ompil-tion and use  of an   input-, ut-mt  matrix in physical 

units but this would require a very   'etailud matrix.    Sone supplementary 

figures on the mai or coefficients in physical units, h .V.JVOT,  may be of great  use 

such a supplement may be recommended. 

55. The p ssible s luti ns    f   vercoming the price problems in the 

transformation (adaptation) 'md use of th>.  standardised input-output matrix 

need further investigations.    If the stmn !Tdiscd matrix is expressed in a common 

currency (e.p. in dollar),   th. c .-rrecti ns  due t~  import and differences in 

techn' logios may bu carried out in this  currency,  by use  of exchange rates. 

Further on  ,   the matrix may be inverted,   ..valuatod and utilised in many 

respects without its conversion in n tunal currency.    For instance the 

ratio of direct and t:tal  input  coefficients measured in the c^mm-ma 

currency raay yield a great   deal  of valuable information.    More  sophisticated 

uses of this  corrected standardised matrix require y >me  further calculations; 

either a conversion in national currency must be attempted, or the related nation' 

data (on final demand,   _/n the single privets,   and maybe the final results of 

the calculations too) are to be converted in the common currency.    Both solutions 

k- 
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need the calculation of special exchanre r'tos,  a c implicated task but without it 

the adapted matrix can hardly bo used fr exact nutricai calculations and 

analyses. 

56. As for the use of a standardise.', input- ut put matrix far project 

evaluation only some preliminary issues -nay bo mentioned.    A standardised 

matrix without  a national adaptation may ¿ive onJy a general picture about 

i nterindu strial linkages and <nly s-mo guidances about  the- major inter- 

dependences to bo analyse!.    More help nay bo obtained fr m a corrected 

version of this standardised matrix.    C .rrections are t? be made because of 

import an:', s me  significant  differences in technology.    Ine corrected matrix 

and its inversi n - also in the c.-•.ar.-.on currency - raay give a botter insight in 

the Ínterin lust rial relations   of the given  eC ..n • ray an' makes possible also 

some further runoricol calculations.    To those calculât i ns, however, there 

is needed a conversion <f the basic national   lata of the /rivun pr jects in the 

common currency.    In this way the   '.irect analysis    f the c -nsistency effects 

of the projects (c.l) may be supplemento i with ->n input--ut put analysis,   or the 

input-output evaluation of the Consistency inputs may be  applied   'irectly (c.2). 

For analysis of the impacts   «n urinary input requirements,   the calculation   if the 

row-vectors of lnb >ur an! capital is n eded os well.    Ihuse vectors may be 

calculated in a standardised form, too, but as a rule,  in  this case, there appear 

to be the most strikinr differences n n,-; c untries an'  c-nsoquently possibly 

national data arc required.     Thr ugh the help of the direct coefficients of the 

primary inputs an'1 the inverse matrix, total primary input  c efficients may be 

calculated and analysed.    S ne methods  af project evaluation based on input- 

output analysis dealt with earlier (e.4) raay be used, ton.    To further analyses, 

however,  a whole set    f exchange ratos is nucess-.ry an:1, either the corrected 

standardised matrix must be converted in the national currency or a great number 

of national basic data are  to b<j converted in the common currency of the 

standardised matrix. 
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: matrix 

nsight in 

Supplier sectors 

Projected 
direct 

Calculât» 
total 

2d * 

requirements in ndllion 
national currency units 

1  : 2 

in per cent 

1 2 3 

Mining 

Metallurgy 
0.5 

1.5 

5.2 

6.9 

10 

22 
. also H Machinery and instruments 0.9 3.5 26 

. there 

',3 in the 

-ffects 

Other metal products 

Electric powor 

Building materials 

4.1 

3.1 
2.8 

5.3 

5.7 

4.2 

77 

54 

67 
is,  or the 

:tly (c.2). 
^nemicala,  rubber an' 

products 
1 plastic 

5.8 10.7 54 
ition of the Wood 35.7 40.9 87 

i iy be Paper and printing 0.6 1.5 40 
there appear Textile 17.2 21.3 81 
T)3sibly Leather,  apparel 0.5 1.1 45 

^nta of the Food 1.0 1.9 53 
i.'.s may be M Agriculture 0.1 2.2 5 

input- 

r analyses, Domestic intermediary goods 73.7 110.4 67 

rrected Imported goods 29.0 43.2 67 

'oat number 

the TOTAL 102.7 153.6 67 

•By help of the Hungarian input-output table f r the year 1961. 
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Taxes -uni subsidies Returns 

Sectors                                   direct tctal direct 

201 Fiele  crops 3.9 -   1.5 17.5 

202 Live ítock 4.4 5.5 22.9 

203 Citris 2.3 3.8 34.6 

204 Other agriculture 0.1 1.0 14.3 

205 Mining 1.0 3.8 10.7 

206 Food 0.9 4.0 5.9 

207 Textile and apparel 5.2 9.3 13.1 

208 Wood and carpentry 12.4 16.3 7.9 

209 Paper, printing and publishing 3.7 7.3 5.3 

210 Leather & leather products 1.4 3.3 23.9 

211 Rubber & pia otic products 6.3 8.4 15.4 

212 Chemicals,   oil and soap 6.0 8.4 0.2 

213 Oil refineries 0.1 1.1 -   0.7 

214 Glass, ceramics & cement 8.9 12.6 6.2 

215 Diamond polishing 0.0 0.2 12.1 

216 Basic metals 1.8 3.6 2.0 

217 Metal products 4.9 7.3 6.9 

218 Machinery & vehicles 6.9 9.9 5.9 

219 C nst ruction & housing 6.6 11.8 7.3 

220 Electric  power 3.1 5.0 3.4 

221 Water -13.2 - 9.4 5.9 

222 Inland transportation 16.2 18.4 13.2 

223 Shipping & aviation 1.1 2.4 - 6.0 

224 Other communication 4.8 6.7 13.3 

225 Services & trade 5.1 8.5 25.0 

total 

23.2 

31.8 

37.3 

19.3 
19.0 

21.8 

26.9 

15.1 

15.2 

36.3 

22.5 

7.5 

3.3 

12.4 

13.2 

7.1 

13.4 

12.9 

16.7 

8.7 

3.3 
18.6 

-0.5 
18.0 

34.0 

* In per cent of the value of output.    Total coefficients calculated from 
input-output table. -Source: Michael Brun-',  Interdependence, Resource Use 
and Structural Change in Israel, Jerusalem, 1962, p.93-95» 
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Appendix 111 

Share of Dirait and, T^tal Salsa Ta^os aitf aftsi-'.ioa in the 

Hungarian Eornmy in tro Y.-.r i"SQ« 

,al/profits 
total 

23.2 

31.8 

37.3 

19.3 
19.0 

21.8 

26.9 

15.1 

15.2 

36.3 

22.5 

7.5 

3.3 

12.4 

13.2 

7.1 

13.4 

12.9 

16.7 

8.7 

3.3 
18.6 

-0.5 
18.0 

34.0 

Sectors 
Sales trxos and subsidies 

direct t.tal 

V 

a 

Mining 

Metallurgy 

Machinery- 

Electrical machinery 

Instruments 

Other metal products 

Electric power 

Building materials 

Chenicals 

Rubber and plastic  pror.ucts 
Vigori 

Paper 

Pri.rf.ing 

Textile 

Leather 

Apparel 

Pood 

Construction 

Agriculture 

Transport and communie iti on 

0.5 

0.4 

0.1 

-0.3 

5.4 
5.0 

0.0 

6.3 

19.4 
37.0 

9.3 

13.1 
7.2 

30.7 

13.2 

26.3 

10.6 

0.3 
0.0 

-16.3 

2.3 
2.6 

3.2 

2.4 

7.4 

7.4 
1.6 

8.7 

23.0 

43.1 
13.2 

15.9 

14.9 
33.8 

18.9 

41.4 

14.4 

1.7 

1.9 
-13.6 

*In per cent   <{ tho  value    £ cut¡ ut.    T .tal c-¡efficients calculated from 
input-output table. 
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Apperd&x IV 

Example of calculating acc-untirj? erices   ,n actual 

.uacr^eern .nie (s-cial) c;st \y sis bvr.ol. vi 

input-outjut  analysis . 

Accounting prices for (i) brick ani til^ pr-r.ucts and (ii) ce-nent 

and e .nerete projets,  based on ¿".ta of the Hw"ri".n input-"utput table 

for the year 1961. 

1 
fr».- r 

A« Basic  data; 

Brick, frtilo products    • : Cernent & concrete product» 

Share in p:r cent of value of output rt ' 

1 2 3 * 

a. Domestic intermediary goods 33.0 49.3 _ 

b. Imported goods 8.1 12.7 6.6 15.6 

c. Depreciation 10.9 16.5 6.8 14.6 

d. Wages and salaries 27.7 39.7 12.2 28.0 

e. Profits 15.7 23.0 13.3 24.4 

f. Taxes and subsidios 4.6 8.1 11.8 17.4 

g. Total value of output 100.0 

h. Capital requirement 148.4 

100.0 

244.1 

100.0 

113.0 

100.0 

256.5 

j 



;rete products 

irut 

Total Input 
i 

15.6 

14.6 

23.0 

24.4 

17.4 

IX. 0     |L 

256.5 
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it Variants of acconnf ng prices (per 100 units -f value rf ^utout it 
actual prices): 

(i) By elimimting taxes and subsidies 
paid at the ßivon  stage of the 
production process 

(ii) By eliminating total fixes and 
subsidies 

(iii) By eliminating total profits, taxes 
and subsidies 

(iv) Based on total macroeconorric labour 
input in wage terns 

(v) Based   m total raacr^economic labour 
input f charge on wages 7$ per cent 

(vi) Based ^n total mcr<.eccn^mic labour 
input + charge   TI capital 15 per cent 

(vii) Based on total rnacr economic labour 
input +• charge on wages 25 pvr cent 
+ charge -m capital 10 per cent 

Brick & tile Cement & concrete 
products products 

95.4 38.2 

91.9 82.6 

63.9 58.2 

56.0 43.7 

98.0 76.5 

107.8 96.2 

104.5 39.8 

í 

C. Methods of Calculationr  illustrated :n the example of the briclf and tile 
pr'xlucts: 

(i)   • («) - (fl)   - loo - U.6 
(ii)    - (g) -  (f2)    . 100 - 8.1 

(iii) « (g) -  (f?)  -   (e2) = 100 - 8.1 - 23.0 

iv) » total labour + total import converted in labour (based on average 
cost of foreign currency earned by experts) + total depreciation 
converted in labour (based on average costs of the replacement of 
the fixed assets) = 30.7 + 7-6 + 8.7 

(v)      = (iv) x 1.7r; = r'6.0 x I.75 
(vi)    = (iv) + Ctmx o.is = 5<..0 + 3^5 x 0.15 
where Ctm = total macroeconomic capital requirement including requirements of 

imports   (via exports) and depreciation  (via replacement) 
(vii) - (iv) x 1.25 + Ctm x 0.10 = 56.O x 1.25 + 3^ x 0.10 



Examrle  of use of total lnnut c^f fie lent s_f^ evaluating sectoral 

characteristics and intfcrinòistrjal   officile; impacts 

Two sectors vdll be analysed based en data of the Hungarian input-output 

table for the year 1961. 

A. Basic data 

Data per 100 units of value  of 
uutbut n.\ actual prices— 

Sector B Sector A 

Accounting prices for output at foreign 
currency equivalents (r'CE) 

Imported goods used at FCE 
direct 
total 

Labjur input  (in 10   man years) 
direct 
total 

Capital requirement 
direct 
total 

Total macroecnnomic labour 
labour (in 10     man-years) 
import  (at FCE) 
capital requirement 

30 

2.8 
4.0 

12.3 
17.2 

184 
244 

25.4 
6.9 

345 

26.5 

1.9 
4.5 

6.0 
12.6 

118 
257 

20.5 
7.1 

352 

Total mac n economic labour input includes total import and total 
depreciation converted in lifrur (see appendix IV. G).    Trtal aacr;>eeonomic 
import includes import noedod by depreciation f r replacement of fixed 
assets.    Total macrooc^n>::iic capital requirement includes capital needed 
by import for equivalent export production. 

L. J 
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B.  Sectoral   ch-irant^ fl^g 

3Ct T A 

itput 
Per 100 units of output at FCE 

total labour (l5^) 
total mcr economic l'b^ur (1$*) 

total capital requirement 
total macr'ticonorale capital requirement 

total import at FCE 13 
total macro-economic import at FCE 23 

Total capital requirement (total 1 bour)(l^)    14.2 

Total L-apf rt at FOE (total lab ur)   (lo'*) 0.24 

57 
85 

813 
1150 

Sector B 

48 
77 

968 
1329 

17 
27 

20.4 

0.35 

.0 

.6 

«J. 

:o.onomic 
Lxed 
aeeded 

f 

G. A synthetic frimila   ,f officianev calculation 

Domestic value aided per 100 unit  of 
output at actual prices 

Domestic costs at  accounting prices per 
100 unit  if outuut "t actual prices 

variant  (v) 
variant  (vi) 
variant  (vii) 

Domestic value abided (domestic c.ists) 

variant  (v) 
variant  (vi) 
variant (vii) 

Sector A 

26 

84.7 
85.0 
84.9 

O.307 
O.307 
0.337 

Sector B 

22 

62.5 
74.3 
70.3 

0.352 
0.299 
0.313 

Variants refer to /»po^ndix IV;B.    Domestic  c-sts were calculated by the 
formulae indicated in Appencix IV,  but iron the t tal macr -economic labour 
input coefficients excluding costs  of import,   frnni the total uacr~econcric 
capital requirement excluding the part needed by import. 






